Help the car find a place to park:

Challenge: Work your way through the maze to help the car find a safe place to park!

For more information:
Ranger Services 9550 3777

It’s The Kids Who Count

How to park safely around your school
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Before you park your vehicle ask yourself:

- Is it safe to park here?
- Is it legal?
- Does it put children and parents trying to access the school in danger?

It is unsafe and illegal to park:

- On a footpath or median strip
- Within no stopping and no parking areas that are signposted or marked with a continuous yellow line
- Next to another vehicle which is already parked (double stopping)
- If your vehicle obstructs a child crossing
- In a bus bay
- Within three metres of a single and double barrier white line
- Within ten metres of an intersection
- Blocking driveways or entrances
- On residential verges (private property) without consent

Please remember that you must give way to all pedestrians on a pedestrian crossing.

How to park safely:

**Before moving into a parking place:**
- Slow down
- Check for children and traffic
- Give correct signals
- Make sure it is legal to park, check signs

**Before moving out of a parking place:**
- Check for children and other traffic
- Ask yourself is it safe to proceed
- Make sure you are in the correct gear
- Do not allow the vehicle to roll back

Familiarise yourself with the surrounding area for alternative parking

Arrive earlier and park legally in one of the surrounding streets to avoid congestion

If you live within walking distance, consider travelling on foot

Before you park your vehicle ask yourself:

- Is it safe to park here?
- Is it legal?
- Does it put children and parents trying to access the school in danger?

Check with your child’s school for a copy of their parking management plan
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